Interaction between cancer cells and cancer-associated fibroblasts after cisplatin treatment promotes cancer cell regrowth.
Regrowth of cancer cells following chemotherapy is a significant problem for cancer patients. This study examined whether cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs), a major component of a tumor microenvironment, promote cancer cell regrowth after chemotherapy. First, we treated human lung adenocarcinoma cell line A549 and CAFs from four patients with cisplatin. Cisplatin treatment inhibited the viable cell number of A549 cells and induced epithelial-mesenchymal transition. After cisplatin was removed, A549 cells continued to manifest the mesenchymal phenotype and proliferated 2.2-fold in 4 days (regrowth of A549 cells). Cisplatin treatment inhibited the viable cell number of CAFs from four patients also. The CM (derived from cisplatin-pretreated CAFs from two patients) significantly enhanced the regrowth of cisplatin-pretreated A549 cells, and the CM derived from cisplatin-naïve CAFs marginally enhanced A549 regrowth. By contrast, the CM derived from either cisplatin-pretreated CAFs or cisplatin-naïve CAFs failed to enhance the growth of cisplatin-naïve A549 cells. The CM derived from cisplatin-pretreated CAFs did not enhance the proliferation of A549 cells in which epithelial-mesenchymal transition was induced by TGFβ-1. Our findings indicate the possibility that humoral factors from cisplatin-pretreated CAFs promote the regrowth of cisplatin-pretreated A549 cells. These results suggest that interactions between cancer cells and CAFs may significantly enhance cancer cell regrowth within the tumor microenvironment after cisplatin treatment.